
Changes in defoliation patterns of plant functional groups 
under variable herbage allowance in Campos grasslands

INTRODUCTION

Several studies have evaluated separately forage production,

botanical composition, leaf traits and animal performance. None

of them have focused on defoliation patterns at functional groups

(FGs) level under different and variable herbage allowance (HA),

especially in diverse grasslands. The objective was to evaluate

the relationship between HA and leaf traits on defoliation

patterns of pregnant beef cows in the autumn, winter and spring.

METHODS

The experimental area was a native pasture in eastern Uruguay,

under continuous grazing, managed with two treatments: High

HA (HHA) and Low HA (LHA) (8 and 5 kg dry matter kg live

weight-1, respectively). We evaluated the grazing probability

(GP), intensity of defoliation (ID), and leaf traits on 14 species

that represent more than 80% of total dry matter of the pasture,

during autumn, winter, and spring.

RESULTS

Four FGs (A, B, C and D) were defined based on leaf traits.

From A to D had an increase in leaf dry matter content and leaf

tensile strength, whereas decrease in specific leaf area and leaf

width. In autumn the GP was different only between FGs,

resulting higher in groups A, B and C (0.417) than group D

(0.075). Conversely, in winter the GP was only affected by HA,

resulting higher GP for all species in HHA (0.230) than LHA

(0.121). During spring, the GP was affected by the interaction

FGs*HA. The higher GP occurred in group B in LHA, while the

lower values occurred in HHA groups A and D, and in LHA group

D. The interaction between FGs*HA affected the ID during

autumn. Higher values of leaf removed occurred in LHA group B

while the lower values occurred in HHA group C and LHA group

D. The average leaf removed in the others groups and HA

combinations was 62.9 %. Conversely, no difference was

observed in winter ID between HA, FGs and interaction. The

average leaf removed value in this period was 69 %. During

spring, the ID was constant among HA and FGs, averaging 66%.

CONCLUSIONS

Cows behaved differently in defoliation pattern, modifying mainly

the GP on FGs rather than the ID. Variation in HA across season

determined changes in defoliation pattern (i.e.: selectivity),

allowing to express selectivity in autumn and spring.
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Table 1 Effect of functional groups (A, B, C and D) and herbage allowance (HHA and LHA) on specific contribution 

(%), grazing probability and leaf intensity defoliation in autumn, winter and spring

Period Functional Groups P values
A B C D FGs HA FGs*HA

Autumn
GP 

HHA 0.46 0.38 0.28 0.05
0.011 0.278 0.897

LHA 0.45 0.49 0.43 0.10

ID %
HHA 59.9ab 63.0ab 57.6b 61.3ab

0.035 0.128 0.048
LHA 64.3ab 73.7a 66.4ab 52.1b

Winter
GP 

HHA 0.226 0.24 0.21 0.24
0.935 0.003 0.769

LHA 0.15 0.10 0.13 0.11

ID %
HHA 73.0 66.7 62.8 76.7

0.168 0.612 0.142
LHA 62.7 66.1 76.8 67.2

Spring
GP 

HHA 0.04b 0.22ab 0.21ab 0.11b
0.017 0.023 0.045

LHA 0.27ab 0.36a 0.17ab 0.12b

ID %
HHA 62.5 67.2 60.1 66.1

0.795 0.198 0.802
LHA 65.6 68.2 71.8 73.7

• SUMMARY:
• Seasonal changes in herbage allowance affected

the cows selectivity across contrasting species

• Cows adjusted the grazing pattern through the

grazing probability and not through the intensity

of defoliation
• Continuous grazing do not determine the higher

grazing probability and allow selectivity using

seasonal herbage allowance changes.

Different letters following means in rows indicate statistical significance at P < 0.05.


